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WEAK INTERACTIONS. Lee, T. D.; Wu, C. S. (Colwnbia Univ., New York). Ann. Rev. J:llucl. Sci., 15: 381-476(1965) .
A critical and comprehensive survey of the theoretical aspects of weak interactions is presented in general ·discussions on exact symmetry properties, the effective lagrangian and its ·select!on rules, and the possible existence of the intermediate boson .. Exper!ments and phenomenological analysis dealing with leptonics reactions in beta decay, muon decay, muon captu~e. and pion decays are discussed. (L.B.S.) 6.
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PRIMAKOFF EFFECT AND ,rl UFETlME. Bellettini, G. (Univ., Pisa): Bemporad, C.; Braccini, P. L., Foa, L. · Nuovo Cimento (10), 40A: 1139 40A: -70(Dec. 21, 1965 .
The results of an experiment to measure the ,rliifetime via the inverse decay process (Primakoff effect) are presented. The coherent photoproduction of neutral pions in the reaction y + Pb -n4 + Pb was measured with very higb angular resolution with a n4 detector containing 10 independent counting channels, at the two mean energies 950 and 1000 Mev, using the bremsstrahlung beam of the Frascati electron synchrotron. The angular distributions show a characteristic bumping around the forward direction, giving conclusive evidence for the existence of the Primakoff effect. The results are interpreted in terms of two amplitudes-the· ele-ctromagnetic and the nuclear oneadding up coherently to give the over-all coherent cross section. Such a cross section is expressed in terms of four unknown parameters: the lifetime r, the phase 6 between the electromagnetic and nuclear amplitude, the strength C of the nuclear amplitude, and the nuclear radi111 R 0 • Neutral-pion reabsorption inside nuclear matter is taken into account, and a xz· analysis of the data is done in terms of r, 6, C, and R. The best fit T value is (0.73 :t 0.105) ·10-u sec. Systematic errors, as well as the sensitivity of the results to the model used to int.erp.ret t.h11 data, are extensiveiy discussed and conservatively ~en_ into account. (auth) 7. 
mn.
The mean lifetime of the w+ meson Ia measured by the method which is not affected by the background due to the a~companying p.+ -e+ decay. The stoppings and decay of 1r mesons were detected by a system of scintillation counters. The pulses from all the counters were displayed on the screen of a high-speed five-ray oscilloscope. A time and height pulse analysis of about 1'7 thousand oscillograms gave the mean value for the 1r+ lifetime to be Tw+ • (25.85 ± 0.35)ns. ·The· main difference of this method from those applied earlier is that it employed a "trap" for . The coherent photoprnc.luctlon of mesons (IT 0 ) on lead around the forward directiQn was investi-gated. Evidence for the existence of the Primakoff effect was obtained, and a value for the lifetime of the meson (w 0 ) was determined from the magnitude of the effect. (D.C.W.) 12.
l4Z17 MESON MASSES AND DECAYS. Yellin, Joel (l!nlv. of Chicago). Phys. Rev., 147: 1080-93CJuly 29, 196G) . (CQ0-264-278; .
The masses, decay rates, and decay spP.r.tra of the octet 0{ u-mesons, the nonet of 1-mesons, the X(960) resonance, and a proposed TJ* (1620) resonance having the quantum numbers of 1)(550) arc considered. Spin-unitary-spin symm..try and nonet symmetry are used so that the mesons fall lnl•• 36 states, combining an SU(6)1, with an SU(6)35. Furlh•·r, the strength of the couplings of the SU(3) octets in the :16 with respect to the SU(3) singlets is fixed by assuming Lhnl the form of the coupling remains unchanged when the ~in~:lct states are included. After making a particular 1·hnicc of llamiltonian the masses and the decay rates are prrdicll'd, using as input the masses of the octet of o-me-""" and (l\I",Mw>· These predictions are in reasonable n~rPl'm<'nt with presP.ntly existing experimental data. Relutl'd meson decays using the above scheme to eliminate Uw arbitrariness in the relative coupling strength of the •ln~tlt"t statt•s arc also discussed. The model of Gell-Mann, ~harp, and Wagner was used and invariant-mass spectra [Ill' Uw three-body df.'cays are given. (auth) lJ. The lifetime ratio of 71+ and 7T-mesons was measured in order to determine CPT invariance of the weak interaction responsible for pion decay. An isotropic discharge helium or neon chamber was used for recording 15 Mev pion decay. The results of the first series of photographs showed the magnitude lt(r.+)/t(lT-)J = 0. !J8 ± 0.08. (tr-auth) 14.
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MEASUREMENT OF 71+-MESON UFETIME. Dunaitsev, A. F.; Pikhtelev, R.N.; Prokoshkin, Yu. D.: Simona\', Yu. N. (Joint Inst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR) . Yadern. Fiz., 4: 105-9(July 1966 Phys. Rev. Lett., 17: 548-52(Sept. 5, 1966) . ). An experiment to measure the ratio T(~)/T(K-).is described. Ae a oheck on tht:-experimental proceedure the lif"'lime ratio of the 7T mesons was alsn measured. (B.G.D.) 16. An experiment for measuring the total lifetime of positive and negative mesons (w) and the ratio of these lifetimes is described. The lifetime measurement for the negative mesons (w) in flight is performed, and the positive (w) lifetimes are determined by measuring the attenua· tion due to decay As a function of distance of nearly idcnll· cal beams of mesons (~) Bl839-47(Dcc. 21, 1964) . The " 0 mean life Is measured using a method that utilizes the relativistic flight-path dilation prOduced by a high pion velocity. A Jf'" beam of 3.5 Bev/c made interactions in Ilford K.5 emulsion. Some 103 secondary neutral pions were observed to decay by the Dalitz .mode (,rl-c++c-+y) in a study of 3600 such stars. The lf 0 path lengths could be accurately measured and were automatically calculated by specially developed equipment. the JT 0 momentum spectrum is aseumed to be the same as that of the secondary charged pions found by multiple-scattering measurements. The mean transverse momentum of secondary charged pions at all angles is 274 ± 10 Mev/c. The opening-angle distribution of the electron pairs was measured and compared with extensive calculations of the cxpcelcd laboratory-system distribution in order to evaluate the number of unobserved e,·ents. A statistical approach is used to evaluate the mean !if~ (T0') of the 11°. To evaluate the complex effects of electron sc.attering. the finite grai"n size. and the random grain spacing, pairs of electron tracks were generated artificially by a Monte Carlo program anQ the results compared with the observations. The neutral-pion mean life is estimated as (1.7 * 0.51 x 10-14 sec. Letters, 18: 333-S(Sept. 1, 1965) .
The lifetime of the neutral meson (IT) was measured by studying meson (~) photoproduction on a heavy nucleus. The basic principle i~ that !froupd the forward direction the coherent photoproduction is more predominant than the incoherent production and that the amplitude for the coherent process contains together with a nuclear part, an eli!Ctroinagnetic part wl!!ch describes neutral meson (IT) photoproduction in the interaction of the Incident photon with a virtual photon a!!soc"iated with the Coulomb field of the target nucleus. This process can be considered the inverse of the meson (w0) disintegration into two photons, and the resulting cross section is inversely proportional to the meson (IT 0 ) The proper mean life of the neutrai pion was measured by a new method, which utilizes a large relativistic time dilation. Negative pions of 3.5 Bev/c were allowed to make Interactions In llford K.5 nuclear research emulsions. From a total of 3600 Interactions, 103 neutral pions were found, which decayed by the Dalltz mode 1T 0 -(e+ + e-) + y. Th~ 1fo path lengths were accurately measurable and were automatically calculated by specially developed microscope equipment. The neutral-pion momentum spectrum was as-, sumcd to be the same as that of the secondary charged pions (which was found be multiple scattering measurements). The mean transverse momentum of secondary charged pions at all angles is 274 :t 10 Mev/c .. The opening angle distribution of the electron pairs was measured and compared with extensive calculations of the expected laboratory dist. An experiment to measure the ll' 0 m~an life, using a new method that utilizes the relativistic flight-path dilation produced by a high pion velocity is reported. A negative pi meson beam of 3.5 Bev/c Interacts In llford K.S emulsion. Some 103 secondary 1r 0 are observed to decay by the Dalitz mode (1' 0 -e+ + e-+ y) In a study of 3600 such stars. The r 0 path lengths can be accurately measured and are automatically calculated by specially developed equipment. The ,0 momentum spectrum Is assumed to be the same as that ol the secondary charged pions found by multiple scatterIng measurements. The mean transverse momentum of secondary chargee:! pions at all angles is 274 * 10 Mev/c.
The opening-angle distribution of the electron pairs is measured and compared with extensive calculations of the expected laboratory-system distribution In order to evaluate tbe number of unobserved events. A statistical approach 111 used to evaluate the mean life (T .o) of the •'. Tbe maximum-likelihood e.timate IS Tw' • 2.0 X 1CI .31.
18531
( High energy neutral me!jons(tr) were produced in platinum foils of 3-60 micron thickness exposed to' the 18-Bev internal proton beam of the. CERN proton synchrotron, and the production of positrons relative to all heavier particles was measured in a secondary beam of 5=~ev/c. The momentum spectriun of rl', which is effective in produci.Dg 5-Bev/c positrons, is obtained by weighting the tr 0 spectrum with the probablllty that a positron from a rr 0 has a momentum of 5-Bev/c. The momentum spectra of.~r 0 and.-+ are assumed to be of equal· shape and the latter was meaa-· ured. This effective tr 0 sjlectruril is narrow and is characterized by an average momentum of 7 .12-Bev /c and a rms momentum of 7.26-Bev /c. The mean life was determined to be (1.05 :1: 0.18) x 10-16 .sec. (C.E.S.)
34·
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(ISS-62/7) RELAZIONI PRESEJIITATE AL CO~GRESSINO DEI LABORATORI NAZIONALE DE FRASCATI, (7-9 FEBBRAIO 1!162). Papers Presented at lhe Congress of the National Laboratories in Frascatl (Februal'f 7-9, 1962 An experiment to measure and co.mpare the free decay ~ates of positive and negative muons is described. Muons from" the Nevis,Synchrocyi::lotron were stopped in a liquid hydrogen target containing less than 1 ppm D 2 and less than 1 part inl0 9 of other impurities. In this situation·, the rate of ,.,.-capture in H 2 was the only significant correction to the free decay rate of ,.-and was measured in a separate experiment. The lifetimes were monitored by measuring the time intervals between muon stops and decay electrons using a transistorized digltron of 30 nsec channel width. Electronic circuitry of the "interference remover" type was employed to eliminate time-dependent background. ,.,. .36.
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DECAy OF NEUTRON PIONS. Hla Shwe, Frances M. Smith, and Walter H. Barkas (Univ. of California, Berkeley). Phys. Rev., 125: 1024 -7(Feb. ·1, 1962 .
The proper mean lif~ of the neutral pion Is measured ulilizlng a large relativlstlc time dilation. Negative pions of 3.5 Bev were permitted to interact in K-5 nuclear emulsions. High-energy. neutral pions from some 2000 interaction stars were observed when they decayed by the Oalltz I!Ullll'. The distances from the star centers at which they decnyt.-d were accurately measurable. The momentum spectrum of the neutral pions was assumed to be the same Ill lhut of thu eh11rp;ed pions produced in the Bame lnterac• lions. Angular distributions of the. secondary charged and neutral pions· arc presented separately. the mean transverlltl moml:!ntum of the charged pions was measured and fnund to be 250 * 10 Mev/c. The neutral pion mean life is fi.Bt ~:~1 X.l0-ll l!ec, (llUih) 37.
10941
. A preclalon measurement or the mean Jl(etlmo of the positive m11011, .,.,.~, 11 described. On the basta of 12 internally conalat.ent, ladependetlt determinations performed under a variety of experimental conditions 1'()1. +) Ia found to be = (2.203 ~ 0.004) J!Sec. These determinations are performed by means of a digital electronic time Interval measuring device embodying a continuous wave oscillator. The eJq>erimental conditions, In particular concerning the percentage of background events, are described. Attention Ia paid to-sources of systematic error, such as time dependence of backgro•~nd events anti rate dependence of the overall measuring process. All sources of background are localized, their effects quantitatively exhibl ted and, In general, suppress(>d electronically during actual llft!time determinations. The prediction of the conserved vectorcurrent theory, using ft(OIC) = (3069 :t 13) sec and m~ = 206.76m •• is (Including radiative corrections) T()l.+) = 2.298 :t 0.05 ~o~sec, and thus in disagreement with the experimental value. A discussion of the logical operation of the digital device is presented. A general formalism 111 given that establishes the connection between arbitrary interval distributions presented at the input of such devices and their corresponding output Interval distributions. (auth) .39. The possibility Is suggested of determining the lifetime of the 1r 0 meson using 1r 0 photoproductlon In a Coulomb field. Com.,etitlon with coherent nuclear production necess.tiates a rather high photon energy. Even at 1 Bev, the Coulomb photoproduction dominates over the coherent nuclear one only In a very na now· cone around the forward direction. It must be shown further that the Incoherent production 4s not dominant In this cone. Though the Incoherent production Is certAinly Rmaller than the coherent nuclear one by a factor of A (= mass number), the Incoherent cross section does not have the factor stn 2 9 which affects both the Coulomb and the nuclear coherent cross sections. A calculation of the Incoherent photoproduction of 1r 0 at small angles Is therefore made using a multipole expansion and sum rules. It Is shown that, for lead, the Incoherent cross section at small angles Is at most of the same order of magnitude of the nuclear coherent one so that It does not dominate the picture. For light nuclei the competition between Incoherent and coherent nuclear production at small angles Is more unfavorable and depends rather critically on the properties of the Individual nucleus chosen. It Is concluded tha~eavy nuclei are the most suited for this experiment and that, at 1 Bev, only lifetimes shorter than -lo-18 may be measured by this method. (auth) 51. Using the scintillation counter method, measurements were made of the values, average with respect to two state! of hyperflne structure, of the ao assymetry coefficients of (p-e)-decay electrons In mesic atoms of silver and red and black phosphorus. The lifetimes T of mesons in these mut.llfluallumo uf j)hosphurus were also determined. The quantities of ao for red and black phosphorus Indicated that the time of the relaxation of meson spins in mesic atoms decreases owing to the presence of llOnductivity electrons. Unlw. L6dz., Ser II No.3, 191-212(1957) . (Translated from Referat. Zbur. Flz. No.9, 1951!, Abstract No. 19820 .)
The lifetime of I' mesons was determined to be = 2.14 * 0.06 microseconds In Iron. The mesons were liberated from cosmic rays and stopped In an Iron absorber. The decay electrons were observed with the aid of delayed coincidences.
63. The exposure of nuclear emulsions and scanning and tdentllicaUon of K pax-tlcles are described, aod the mass was found. The K-meson capture phenomena were studied. Tbe equipment used to avoid recording useless data, the twelve-cbaooel dllfereotial chronotroo, when studying negative meson capture In I.Dtermediate Z elements was coDBtructed sod Is described. The mean life values in V, Cr, aod Mn were derived. Using a modllled cbroootron, time interval distributions due to two liquid scintiUatlon counters were studied under various experimental conditions. (F .S.) 69. 49-611 (1953-55) .
-. The delayed coincidence technique has been used to observe the i1ecay of a composite beam of positive and negative "' mesons at sea-lev.el In Al, C, Pb and S absorbers. In cases of Al and S the points on a se.ml-logarlthm.lc scale for the time Intervals 0.6 to 4.0 ,sees. fit two straight lines, one yielding the life time of the composite beam and the other that of the positives alone. The composlt~ mean Uvea 14 are found to be 1.58 j, 0.07, 2.15 j, 0.09, 1.48 j, 0.08 ,sees. In Al, C, S respectively. The mean lives of positives In Al, Pb, and S are 2.35 j, 0.11, 2.23 ±0.09 and 2.15 z 0.14 ,sees. respectively. It has been concluded that the composite mean lives are dependent on Z, and decreases with Increase of z. The composite mean life of lA mesons stopped In elementl (C, Mg) and the compound (NaOH) of low atomic numbers bas been determined using a four-channel delay discriminator circuit. Assuming that the ,• /1.1-ratio Is nearly unity, the mean life of the negative I' mesons has been obtained ID be equal to 2.04 ± O.t4 (carbon), 1.52 ± 0.14 (NaOH), microseconds. (auth) 74. 304 ON THE MEASUREMENT OF THE MEAN LIFE TIME OF STRANGE PARTICLES •. E. Amaldl (Unlv. of Rome). Nuovo clmento (10) 2, Suppl. 1, 253-62(1955) .
Problems In the measurement of the extremely short life Um~ ef iJomo parttc);:,., an' revleW«!d. The cloud chamber technique of Bartlett Is presented, and methods for extending this technique_ for emulsion use are suggested. Llfcllmes, measurements of ------The mcnsun·m••ncs of lhc m<':m lire of lhl' c-omposlt<• bl•am of ~~o-mcsont< Omth positive and n<'gatlvt') at sea lev<'! In nbsorbcrs of C, AI, Sand Ph hav<' bPcn rcport<'tl previously. The same <'Xpcrimcnt has been c-onduc-ltod wich water and NaF absorbers. In watrr (only oxygt>n Is t'ffcctlvf', since a hydrogen atom rarely captures a ~-<-meson), the compoSilt' mean life is found to be 1.95 ± 0.08 mlcro-sc.>conds. Choosing th(' thlckn('SS of wat<'r nbsorlx>r to b" equivalent to the sulfur absorber with respect to the stnpplng power of the ~-<-mesons, the decay curve of the positives In S has bl'en taken to .. cpresent lhe same In water an<.l hence by ,;uhtr~ctlnn, t.h<· m<·an life nf th<· n<·g~live ~~o-meHnnR In w~lrr ha,; lll'cn dct<'rminl'd Co he Ntual In 1.1!0 ~ 0.1!1 micrnsceonds. In th<· cas<· of NaF (Zctr 10.1) ahsnrhcr, th~ cxpcrim<~ntal points have hc('n found In rcprns"nt a cnmpo~ltr decay curve givlnr; lhP mean I if<· <:>qual In I.Rl ± 0.09 mlrrosecnnds. Th<· Z dcpPndt•nc<· of lhr· composite ffi<'an 111<: h~~ h<•en found tn fit an empiri<:al n•Jation, r± 2.~0 -0.065 z mi!'rnseconds in the interval Z 6 tn Z 16. (auth) Phya. Rev. 97, 193-200(1955) Rasettl. Sept. 1, 1952. 2p. (NY0-3901(p.37-8) )' Tne system used Cor ·the determination of lhc lHetime·or the j.L-meson in Pb was· described previously (NY0-674). The lifetime was determined as 6·6.5 ± 11 mj.LSec, alter correction Cor the large backgrouiid. This ili not inconsistent with the value of 72 ± 5.2 mj.Lsec, r·cported by Harr'ison, Godfrey, 616A(i952) Flnk(•lstt'in. ·Ph>·s. Rev. 88, 555-8(1952) Nov. 1. It is assumc;d·t·!;at tht> V-partklc is described by a splnor W:\\'t' fundiori, and that the pion _may be treated as a_ nudt•on-antinucleon pair. The rates of the following reactions -IT--j.l. + "1 _ . r (P + iii>-" + " vo-rr + P , now wntten as l yo_p + N) + P' are then compared under the assumption that both reactions are governed by the same form and strength of {J Interaction. The ratio of the two lifetimes is independent of all numerical details of the pion structure. Putting In the observed lifetime of the pion, one finds Cor the IUetlme or the V: 5· x 10-to sec for Q = 35 Mev and 2 x 10-to sec for Q = The report summarizes the discussions on the latest · experimental .and theoretical activities In high-energy nuclear physics which were presented at this conference attended by well over 100 physicists representing about 50 American and foreign universit.les and research laboratories. The discussions at the various sessions were centered around the following subjects: {1) charge Independence and the saturation of nuclear forces; (2) pion production and pion-nucleon scattering; (3) yt particles; (4) superheavy mesons and theoretical approaches to the pion problem; (5) pion-nucleon phase shlfts-megalomorphs; (6) theoretical calculations of pion-nucleon scattering; and ('1) experimental methods for mesic x rays, new particles, Jl-meson Sept. 30, 1951. 313p. (NP-3729) A review is given of the work completed or in progress from Oct. 1, 1950 to Sept. 30, 1951 . The review consists of articles on (1) cosmic rays-investigation at very li'igh altitudes, observations of the latitudes effect at high altitudes, experiments with photographic plates, and redetermination of mean life of the mesotron as a function of mumentum; (2) nuclear physics-instruments and some nuclear reactions relating to the Van de Graaff Generator, radioactivity, development conversion counters, and the large Van de Graaff generator; and (3) linear acceleratu1'. All work described is or will be published In suitable form In various scientific journals. Reprints of published reports or copies of reports to be submitted for publication are included in the report.
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MEAN LIFE OF THE POSITNE rr-~tESON .. William L·.
Kraushaar. Phys. Rev.~. 513-17(1952) Ma~ 15.
PJ:!otpproduced-11+ mesons stopped and decayed in a xylene-terphenyl liquid ·scintillation counter. The pulses from the counter were amplified and displayed ·ori two oscilloscopes. The entire sequence ;r+ -11-l::.. e+ could be observed, and from the meas!lrement of 670 11-1i decay times, The masses. Oc charged mesons produced amonr; the "shower" particles in the nuclear interactions of protqns of great energy have been determined by scattering and graindensity measurements. For en~rgies greater than 50 bev heavy mesons or mea'! mass -1300 me, provisionally identified as K mesons, arc produced with a frequency comparable with that or the 11 mesons. Evidence for the creation of suc!l heavy mes0ns is also provide!! by an observed decrease in the ratio of neutral 11 mesons to shower particles at very high energies. A method is described for "measuring the liietlme of the neuh·al 11 meson, which takes advantage of .
the existence of an alteruative mode of decay: 11° -y + tr+ + ~~-.
It Is shown that the proportion of 11 mesons which decay in !his second mode is not greater than 4%. [ FOR PERIOD JUNE 1, 1951 TO MAY 31, 1952 . May 31, !952. 15p. (AECU-2128(p~208-22)) Operation and maintenance of the synchrotron are briefly 
100.
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University of California Radiation Laboratory MEASUREMENT OF THE POSITIVE n-MESON LIFE!J'IME. Clyde E. Wiegand. Oct. 16, 1950. 28p. (UCRL-952) The use of electronic detectors to determine the llfetlme of th!'! n mesons produced in a polyethylene target by the 322-Mev x-ray beam of the Berkeley synchrotron has been Investigated. The detectors consisted of two crystals of trans~tllhene arranged to form a counter telescope at right anr,lcs to the beam, the phosphorescent radiation caused by an ionizing particle in either crystal being detected hy multiplier phototubes. Pulses were recorded ln both differenlinl and integral fa~hinn. The following results for the mean lifetime and half life of positive 11 mesons are given: r = (2.62 :!: 0.13) x 10-• sec, T,; = (1.82 ! 0.09) x !0-l SeC from differential data; T = (2.58 : 0.14) X 10-o sec, 1-, 11 = (1.79:!: 0.10) x 10-8 sec from inte!;ral data.
